Modernityand professional
As DVD and projector are more and more popular, equip a set of horne-movie system become a hot point among the fans. The famous
brand GRANDVIEW from Canada specially produced and recommend the latest tab-tension model motorized screen to the every
family. Top technology, refinement staple, perfectly regain the true color and enjoy in a wonderful movie paradise.
Vivid image & clear administrative levels
It is used GRANDVIEW special flexible screen fabric PS series, the surface of it is characterized mini-type and fine diamond veins,
texture exquisite, texture lubricity and smoothness, then it not only can cancel light wave vein and dazzling light, but also can perfect
reductive color much more saturated; Meanwhile, the vision is extensive, wherever the audience seat, they also can see the same
clear and luculent pictures. Pure color on the basic surface of the screen, it shows light and shade administrative levels and exuberance
and exquisite. The contrast is trenchancy and not glare, the quality feeling is very downright and the popular feeling is fineness. As
long as have GRANDVIEW Large-Flat series screen, even you are at home, you also can enjoy the top visual taste of the professional
cinema with specialty film.
Absolutely level-up and no transmutation
Large-Flat series Tab-Tension model of Grandview use scientific production arts and crafts, SOMFY extra heavy duty motor, it can
avoid "V" shape of the middle screen effectively. the sides of the screen have self-tightening with bounce distaff system, it can cancel
the "V" shape automatically which normal screen can't do, thereby, the whole screen will be I.evel as the mirror. Whenever you have
GRANDVIEW Large-Flat series screen, you can enjoy big wonderful pictures and convulse vision.

World-top motor
Adopted the world famousFrenchSOMFYmotor,its special noisycontrol design brings the screen stableness,quite and slipperiness
in the operation.
Over-large picture and top enjoyment
The max seamlesssize of Tab-Tension model achieve 200 inchesand makesthe picture much morewonderful.
Handsome

exterior

Black alloy outer case, inosculated with modern and popular furniture designing taste, it also can avoid vision interfering when you
watching the cinema. The screen outer case also can be installed into decorate box or groove of the ceiling, just press the remote
controller lightly, the screen will drop slowly, don't need your hand entirely.
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